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Having been set to bug-dominated world-dominated Hollow Knight, players are expected to explore and fight through the fallen kingdom of Hallownest. Traveling through different environments, players will eventually learn how to stop the infection and work towards the entrance to the Black Egg Temple. In the end,
Knight will defeat the actual Knight Hollow and (potentially) The Shining. Infection is treated and the kingdom may persist for some time longer. The player beat the game. So what now? The kingdom itself is massive and filled with various problems. Whether it's fighting bosses, exploring different Hallownest
environments, or completing platforming tasks; There are quite a few things a player can do once they beat the game. Most of them are related to some form of wrestling or platforming, but these are pretty standards for Metroidvania as Hollow Knight. Collect charms, notsings, vascular fragments and shards of mask in
Hollow Knight Simple, but it can be useful. But scattered throughout Hallownest is a selection of charms that could potentially be useful to the player. They can be found after beating the boss, in secret places, or buy from merchants. But completing a collection of charm is one way a player can waste his time. Each
collected charm gives the player the opportunity to adapt his style of play and experiment with combat tactics. Similarly, charm cutouts will allow players to use more charms if they collect enough of them. But unlike the charms where the Knight has to choose which ones they want to use, the vascular fragments and
shards of the mask can give the player constant updates for every third piece they collect. These updates result in the player having a higher soul capacity and health respectively. It should be noted that while some snippets can be found in store stores or as a reward, most of them can be found by exploring Hallownest
and completing various platformer tasks. This will have the player going through Hallownest different regions as they try to make their character stronger. Find all the maggots in the Hollow Knight player has already noticed this, but throughout the kingdom there are larvae that have been captured in glass containers.
They can be found in every region and for every larva rescued by Grubfater in the Forgotten Crossroads, the knight will receive a reward. These awards can include geo, charm, relics and more. But if the player manages to collect all the maggots, the player will receive the achievement of Metamorphosis and the charm
of Elegia Grubberfly, which will allow the Knight to send a projectile slash nail when they are in full health. To facilitate the search for larvae, players are advised to enter the Tower of Love in the City of Tears and fight with a residential boss known as the Collector. This will give Knight a map showing the location of each
captured larvae. Finding each larva will be made incredibly easy after that. The Colosseum of Fools at Hollow Knight in the Edge of the Kingdom lies a colosseum where the player can fight an array of enemies in order to achieve fame, geo, achievement and other rewards. Forcing the player to defeat a few waves of
enemies in a changing arena, the Colosseum of Fools presents a huge challenge for the player to overcome in the base game. He has three tests to choose from, with each test harder than in the past. Defeat the challenges of the arena and the player will receive a huge amount of geo, pale ore and several other
awards. Players are urged to complete the coliseum tests before completing other tasks, such as the content found in Godmaster DLC. Complete the Delicate Flower quest at Hollow Knight it's a little hard to find, but there is an NPC quest where a knight is accused of transporting a delicate flower from the resting
grounds to the queen's gardens without getting any damage. Complete this complex quest and not only get a rare achievement, but also get a shard of mask and the opportunity to serve delicate flowers to a certain NPC throughout the game. It's a difficult quest in itself, but it's something players can spend their time on.
It also comes with a decent amount of interesting knowledge for those interested in it. With a quest requiring the player to refrain from a quick journey, it is generally not uncommon for a player to be forced to repeat the search over and over again. Traverse the White Palace to Hollow Knight If a player reaches the
awakened nail of dreams by collecting 1800 essence, then the player can go to the Palace grounds and enter the sealed dream of the fallen Kingsmould. This will take the player to the White Palace, an area that consists of various platformer tasks. Problems that, if overcome, will give the player access to part of the
Kingsoul Charm. This charm is a necessary component to achieve some alternative endings of the game. Because of the platform focus area, players are encouraged to bring Hiveblood and Grubsong charms as they help the knight regain health after failed platformer attempts. It just makes things a little more
comfortable. Of course, it's more convenient than to die or return to the nearest bench every time they reach the difficult platformer section. It should also be noted that there is another section of the platformer at the White Palace if players really enjoy the platformer that much. It's called the Pain Path, and it's a hidden
place that you can access by breaking a certain wall. Just keep in mind that the Way of Pain lives up to its name. It's so hard to overcome that the usual White Palace seems easy to compare. Trying to defeat the Pantheons in Hollow Knight One of the free DLCs Hollow Knight is called Godmaster, and he adds the
infamous Godhome Games. Requiring the player to find and access the unwanted pit, this DLC is determined by his boss battles. If the player wants to hone their skills on a particular boss they can visit the Hall of Gods and challenge their boss's choices at different levels of difficulty. But the main feature of Godmaster
are its pantheons. Comprised of a series of illustrious boss rushes, these pantheons will pit the player against an array of back-to-back bosses. While the player has so little time for healing, he must be supremely confident in his fighting abilities to overcome at least one of these pantheons. But as soon as the player wins
the first pantheon, they will be given access to another. One with tougher enemies and set or arenas that have their own dangers like spikes and traps. In some cases, there is not even a gender. Thus, the player must not only be good at fighting, but they must have decent platformer skills. In many ways, pantheons are
the biggest problem for Hollow Knight players. A challenge that requires the player to be the absolute best if they want to overcome the final pantheon and get a new end to the game. Read more: Ori and Will Wisps Developer Interview: Making Bambi Metroidvania Hollow Knight available on PC, Nintendo Switch, Xbox
One and PlayStation 4 Among Us: Things You Should Never Do As An Impostor Related Topics Games Guide pc Hollow Knight about author Paige McMullen (64 Articles Published) More from Paige McMullen Our Grimm Guide How to complete the new Grimm Troupe quest. The first step needed to complete the
Grimm Troupe quest is to figure out how to actually start the search. If you're having problems, be sure to check ours. With the Grimm Troupe quest unlocked and ready to go, you find yourself hunting down flames and battling sinister bosses. To help, we've put together a guide on how to complete the Grimm Troupe
quest at Hollow Knight! As you complete the Grimm Troupe quest in Hollow Knight below, we'll walk you through the process of completing the Grimm Troupe quest in Hollow Knight.To complete the Grimm Troupe quest at Hollow Knight, you'll need to get out of the Master troupe, usually, and equip Grimmchild equipped,
now you'll be able to discover the flames you need to collect on the map. Each flame represents a member of the Grimm Troupe. To assemble these Grimm Troupe members, you need to beat them to death with Nail.Once all three flames (Grimm Troupe members) have been assembled, return to the Troupe Master tent
in Dirthmouth.The path is located one room from the elevator, the left wall immediately after the transition room is breakable at the top. Hopefully someone finds it useful, and good luck! Display 1 - 7 of 7 comments. As you arrive at Dirtmouth, head to the master troupe, usually, and turn into three (Grimm Troupe
members) that you've collected. With this done, the Troupe Master will tell you that you need to return and collect more flames before the final act. Just like you did before, head out of the Masters troupe tent and make sure you have a Grimmchild equipped. Open the map and you'll see three new flames. Go to these
places, collect every flame (a member of the Grimm Troupe), and then return to the master's troupe in Mifmut. When you have collected 6 Flames (Grimm Troupe members), you will cause a boss fight with the Master Grimm troupe. The first boss fight in the Grimm Troupe quest with The Troupe Master Grimm.This battle
can be somewhat difficult. His attacks cause 1 damage, and at the end of each stage, the Master Grimm Troupe will turn into a swarm of bats. At this point, you will have some time to heal before it converts again. After you have defeated the Troupe Master Grimm, he will send you to collect the remaining flames (Grimm
Troupe members). Again, get out of the tent of the Troupe Master, and Grimmchild equipped. Open the map to discover three new places of flame. Gather the flames and then return to the master troupe's tent in Dirtmouth. At this point, you need to head deeper into the tent. By doing so, you will find the Master Troupe
hanging upside down. Use your Dream Nail on it to trigger a second boss fight. Your second boss fight will be with King Grimm's Nightmare. This fight is extremely difficult, so be prepared to die a few times until you get the hang of dodging King Grimm's Nightmare attacks. His attacks cause 2 damage, and like his
previous form, he is transformed during the battle, giving you a chance to heal. When you defeat The Nightmare of King Grimm, Grimm Troupe will leave Dirtmouth.The only character left behind is Divine. Head inside the Divine tent and interact with it. By doing so, you will complete the Grimm Troupe quest. Complete
the Path of Pain to unlock the new knowledge of Hollow Knight. Please note that there is another content section included in the Grimm Troupe update, which can be completed under the title The Pain Path. The path of pain is a platforming challenge that can be found heading to the White Palace. When the Path of Pain
has been successfully completed, you will discover new knowledge for the history of Hollow Knight. And there you have, see how to complete the quest Of Grimm Troupe in Hollow Knight. What was the hardest part of the new Grimm Troupe quest? Let us know down in the comments below! After reading this guide, you
should now know how to complete the Grimm Troupe quest in Hollow Knight.Have Stag take you to Grenpath. Make your way up and left to your first destination behind Lake Unn, then jump into the acid lake and swim all the way to the left. Follow the path around and down until you fall into the water zone. There will be
a large creature and (30/40). Climb to the right, break the wooden label barrier, and retreat all the way back to Deer Station. Falling all the way down, and Go left to left Second direction: Hut Nailmaster Sheo. Go inside to find Willsmith here. Leave the hut and then make your way to the right and then up to the destination
3. Go to earlier (43/46). From here, head to destination 4, The Stone Sanctuary. Make your way to the central area to find. Agree to challenge him to start the battle. No Eyes does not make any direct attacks; Instead it just teleports around the area while the spirits float back and forth. Avoid spirits and attack no eyes
when you can. After defeating her, talk to her and you will get 200 essences, putting you over 600 total and unlock the achievement. Get out of the stone sanctuary and make your way left and down to the queen's deer station. Call Stag and its take you to the queen's garden. Exit on the right, drop down and then go left
(44/46). Go back to the station and go left through the wall to destination 5.Here, you will find. Agree to challenge him to start the battle. Marma just a little chaotic charges you in the form of a ball, and sometimes teleports around the area. After defeating him, talk to him and you will get 200 essence. Return to Deer
Station, relax on a bench and walk up the uncharted terrain leading to destinations 7 and 8.IMPORTANT! To open the gate blocking the path down. We should be able to come through this path for a task later in the passage. Once you reach, you will have to make some platforming through platforms that fall and avoid
thorny edges. Carefully jump and dash through this area and exit to the top left. Ignore the left exit at the moment and climb 7.At to the destination at the top will be the window area on the left. Break the window and you'll run into a complex section of the platformer outside. You have to climb and super dash from side to
side with some Mosslfies on your way (I used Shade Soul to kill them). You can jump, dash and then double jump from the right wall to the final platform. Free (45/46), then gently retreat to the broken window and exit to the right. You go back to the Greenpath next door - hit it with Dream Nail and then cut the nearby
vines to open the way to the area we've been to previously and collect 44 essences. You can swim in acid water, so kill Durandoo in the area for the hunter's progress log. When done, retreat to the previous screen and drop up. If you are not in full health, return to the bench to heal and then return to that point. Exit left to
destination 8.Dash through the void barrier and follow the path around until you can jump into the room above. Do this and you will be sealed and attacked by the enemies of the mantis. Kill the first and the fabric appears to kill the second. There will be two more - kill them, and the battle for the Traitor of the Lord will
begin. The fabric will continue to help. The Lord Traitor has two main attacks: he will dash straight and he will jump into the air and dash down at an angle. Try to react quickly to either backup or dashing dashing him, and then a counterattack. It will also make two less frequent attacks: hit the ground to release shock
waves that must be smashed through and throw away two arcs of orange blades. After tackling enough damage, the boss will pierce the cloth, which will then strike a fatal blow before dying herself. Defeating the Traitor Lord is an achievement. Leave the hut and take the Deer to the station. Rest on a bench and then a
deer take you to a distant village.Exit station and drop down. Enter and then go straight to where. Do that and there will be a scene after which you wake up. Click several times to free yourself and then make your way to the right. The sex section will collapse; Take this way down and left to find the Hallownest seal. You
can continue right to find another section of the floor breaks revealing the way to some geo deposits. Retreat and then jump on the path above the left and you have to engage. Continue forward and another section of the floor will break the revealing path back to the bottom. Just in front you can climb to find a way to the
left with another Pursuit of Devout and Soul Totem.Go back and climb up and then head left. Follow the path and the other section of the floor will collapse. Go down to find the right path that leads to Bluggsac with Rancid Egg and then drop down the path below for the two geo deposits (the land section will collapse here
as well). Climb up and go right. The floor section forward will collapse to reveal the pit spikes, so be careful not to fall inches up and you will hear the maggot. Go left at the top and the floor section will collapse. Falling down (46/46), unlocking the achievement. You'll wake up in Guerra's cell with the Hornet nearby., then
retreat and catch up to the left. There are two geo-sediments in a small correct way. Throw all the way down and take to find the bench. The floor section will collapse, allowing you to reach the lower area where you came from. Go left, then go to Deer Station up and right. Call Stag and its take you dirtmouth. With three
Dreamers destroyed, we can enter the Temple of the Black Egg in a forgotten crossroads to complete the game, but we still have a lot of work to do to 112% completion. Visit Sly and buy the Mask Shard (14/16) for 1500 geo, the charm of heavy impact (31/40) for 350 geo, and the charm of the Sprintmaster (32/40) for
400 geo. Then drop down well to take care of a few tasks in the Forgotten Crossroads. The head is left first Grubfather to collect the remaining awards, including (33/40). Then go out and head straight to the destination #2. Go inside and there will be a short scene, after which you will be able to enter the inside area. Do
this and travel far to the right to eventually reach the bench and nearby object that you can check out. Do this (and choose a save file). Hunter's Journal's move will now also be shown. At this point, my completion was 90% and my hunter magazine showed Encountered. Get out of the temple and make your way to #3.,
super dash through the spiked path, and get out up. Make your way to the right and you will be sealed in the room and forced to kill a few waves of enemies. Do it and then go straight to find (34/40). Get out of this area and make your way to #4, Salubra's Hut. Buy The Lifeblood Heart Charm (35/40) for 250 geo and
charm notches for 1400 geo. Then you will see Salubra's Blessing in her inventory, but you must have all 40 charms to be able to buy it. Adjust your charms on the bench outside if you want, then head to the forgotten intersection of Stag Station. Ring the bell and the deer take you to the queen's station, where we will be
able to drive to two destinations. Head to #1 and use Dream Nail, then collect 18 essences in the area. Make your way to your destination #2 to find. Agree to challenge him to start the battle. Hu will float over you and cause a series of rings that slam down to the ground where you have to get to a safe break to avoid
damage. It will also disappear and send a cascade of rings that close on both sides so dash up to safety to avoid damage. After defeating him, talk to him and you will get 100 essence. Head back to Deer Station and take the deer to the Royal Station, where we can go to two destinations. Make your way to your
destination #1.And get out straight to get there. Agree to challenge him to start the battle. Marcotte is the only somewhat difficult Dream Warrior, especially when you encounter him in the Pantheon Hallownest when there is no solid ground at the bottom. He will swim around the arena circling Dreamshield and the
swords will appear and then move towards you. After a while passes, Marcot will stop moving and his Dreamshield will spiral outward from him. Once it takes enough damage it will cause a second Dreamshield to circle it and the sword shells will increase in speed. After defeating him, talk to him and you'll get 250
essence and then make your way to #2, the tram station. Enter the tram and then travel left to the Ancient Pool where we have three directions. Sit on a bench in the tram and restless all your charms. Equip the heart with vitality, Joni's blessing, fragile heart and wayward compass. This will make it so you have 16
Lifeblood health masks. The door to your destination #2 open only if you have at least 15 Lifeblood masks, so you can get damaged once on your way there. First, make your way down and then enter the room with which you can interact with being asked to throw all the geo into the fountain? Agree, and you will spend
3000 geo to get a fragment of the ship (7/9). Then carefully make your way down to your destination #2. If you lose more than one health on the way, you will have to return to the bench to and try again. With at least 15 Lifeblood masks and a door will open. Head inside and you will be tasked with making your way
through an area full of spikes. Continue slowly and use the right stick to scout forward before dropping the drop At the end of this linear path is an open room where you can collect (36/40), after which the screen will disappear and you will teleport back to the street. Make your way up and then left to your destination #3.
Use the paid machine to unlock the bench on the way and relax and customize your charms. At this point, I use a fragile heart and strength, a sign of pride, Grubsong, and Wayward Compass (mostly so my location is displayed on screenshots for the guide, but you may find it useful as the map can be misleading when
your location is not shown). Continue left towards the #3 which is the area where we fought the broken ship earlier. You will see radiating what appears to be the essence. This is one of six Dream Bosses that are alternative (strong) versions of the bosses who are activated with Dream Nail. These encounters take place
in the dream world and dying them doesn't cause a penalty- you're just back in the real world where you can try again. Hit the corpse with Dream Nail will teleport to the dream world where you have to make your way through the platforms and into the area where the battle with Lost Kin will begin. Head left into the area
with Garpedes and make your way to the left side of the area and go out down to get to the destination #1. Once you fall on the screen below, go left over the wall to find to add a record to the Hunter log. Then go back and go down to the path to the right where you can dash through an empty barrier. Make your way past
a few Goams and Garpedes, and you'll find (37/40). Many people swear by this charm, but I never liked it because it adds to your dash the distance that always me off. Break the wooden barrier label to the left and get out and then make your way through the Garpede maze and up to the destination #2. This is to get to
the right side of the area, pogoing off The Garpedes and jumping/dashing over the walls with spikes at the top. I believe it's best to get to the wall and then double jump through the height of the spikes and dash right to the ground at Garpede. Three Dirtcarvers will spawn on the first platform you can kill to get a soul. After
the second section, which is twice as big, you will see Garpede moving vertically. Break the wall on the right to find the totem of the soul and then sing from Garpede to make your way up the path above. Once you get there, go left to find (8/9). Continue to the left and you will eventually fall through the weak section of
the floor to fall at the beginning of the area. Exit down and head to your destination #3.When you arrive you will see. Agree to challenge him to start the battle. Gallen will float around and spin the braid, which will bounce around to you. He will call back from time to time and then send it back again. After maintaining
enough damage it will cause one and then two smaller spinning braids, which you should also avoid. Win over it, talk to him and you get 200 essence and then head to your destination #4.To get to your destination #4 first. If If Get to the top path on the right, you can go all the way to the right past Pursuit Devout and drop
down to the area where the larva was rescued. If you fall over the floor here, you can land on a small platform and then jump to the right. This path leads to another Pursuit of Devout with what appears to be a dead end. Break the wall at the end of this path (you'll hear a secret notification, but the wall won't physically
break) and continue the search. Enter and you can fall and head left past a few bed spikes to get a Rancid egg. Get back on the path above and continue straight to the end, climb up and then head left. Jump/dash (or super dash) to find (38/40). Get out of the lair and make your way to #5, uncharted area up and left.
Once you reach this area, use the Soul Oftem left and make your way up. There's really nothing important here- we're just going down this path to complete the map and get to the garden of Deer Station. The path to the left at the top leads to, the knowledge of the NPC, which serves no other purpose. Go to continue
into the gardens of the queen and then make your way up to deer station. Rest on a bench, then ring the bell to summon a deer. He has to take you to a vacation grounds and give a quick visit to pro seer. It will give you several rewards for the collected essence: the charm of Dream Wielder (39/40), then a fragment of
the ship (9/9), which gives you a constant update of the soul meter and opens the achievement. Enter the hut in this area to find. She asks you to place a delicate flower on the grave in the Royal Gardens. The catch is that you can't travel fast and you can't take any damage at all or the flower will be destroyed (you can
get another flower from it to try again if this happens). This means that you have to travel all the way to the other side of the map unharmed. The easiest way to do this is to make a round trip without a flower to kill every enemy on your way and learn the location of environmental hazards. As long as you don't rest on the
bench, most enemies won't respawn. Get out of the hut, relax on the next bench, and then begin your journey back and forth as outlined below, killing each enemy along the way. Remember, don't sit ant any benches. The Unlucky Champion is a faster and stronger version of the False Knight. It uses basically the same



attacks, but does two masks of damage with each attack. He will jump around a lot and you want to be able to dash in such a way that you may end up able to attack him when he lands. You have to damage it until it is knocked down and then damage the larva that pops out. After getting back, he will always jump to the
center and do a back and forth series of eight attacks and then resume his usual attack. Note that you don't Generate the soul from attacking the knight, but you get the soul from attacking the maggots. After knocking the knight down, you have a few seconds before he gets back where you can use Dream Nail on to get
the soul and/or heal and then attack the larva before it gets back up. After three cycles, it will break through the ground and fall into the area below and you can inflict the final damage on the larvae by defeating the boss and unlock the achievement. Then you will be returned to the real world. Interact with the ghost of the
Failed Champion to get 300 essence, then hold on to return to your Dreamgate.Ring bell to summon the deer and then get him to take you to Dirtmouth. Take a lift and rest on a bench, then hold and install your Dreamgate here. Go straight to Brett's hut (the last in front of the well) and now you can access the basement
to find. This is another Dream Boss meeting. Hit the statue with Dream Nail will teleport to the dream world where you can fall to deal with the Grey Prince zot. The Grey Prince of zet has several attacks: He will jump around the area, sending shock waves when he lands, he will jump over the floor and then fall over the
top, sending shock waves when he lands, he will stop what he is doing and spit out zotelings, and he will charge back and forth, stretching the nail, eventually falling and sending shock waves. After hitting it several times it will fall to the ground and flyle for a few seconds, giving you time to heal. Otherwise he is quite
relentless just like with other bosses, you want to avoid his attack and counterattack when it is safe. Defeat the grey prince of zota to unleash the achievement. First direction. Go inside, kill a few husks, and then jump into the right wall that leads to the room with. Kill him to add his entry to the hunter's log and then collect
the geo of his fall. Get out and fall on the ledge to the left and you will see. Do this, then enter and take the elevator to the top. Go left, then go right, and you'll meet. Feel free to sit and listen to her sing, but this whole area is completely optional as nothing has anything to do with completion or achievement. Go back and
climb to the upper area with a hot spring and a bench. Break the wall on the right to open the way to the high elevator chamber, then head to the destination of #2, the Colosseum of Fools. Interact with the little fool and then go down to the bench and customize your charms. My proposed setup is fragile strength,
Longnail, Dreamwielder, Grubsong, and Fast Focus, which is half the time it takes to heal with focus. Equip all the charms you feel the job best and head back up to the level above. And then head straight to the arena to start. There's no two ways about this- it's a pain test in. The hardest part comes about two-thirds of
the way to the end when you have to cling to the walls to avoid the spiked floor and deal with a few waves of flying enemies, so be sure to have full health when this section Always try to keep the Shields fools alive so that you can Dream Nail them to replenish their soul. Get ready closer to the top to climb the wall when
the belflies appear, so you can avoid their explosions. For God Tamer, the battle ends The beast is killed, so focus solely on it. And don't forget to throw in the menu rather than die, so you don't have to repair the fragile charms. The way of the pain of Hollow Knight Location is all the charmsIt may take you a few tries, but
stick to it and you get it done. Once you complete the Fool's Trial, the achievement will be unlocked. Drop down into the area below and rest on the bench to adjust the charms, then go right and climb to the area above. Break the wall on the right to open the path and then go out to the right. Fall down into the water and
continue right and you. Follow him in the area above to be sealed and then chase him and kill him to add Pale Lurker entry into The Hunter magazine. Have a deer bring you to the King's station with two directions planned. First, visit the Relic Seeker Lemm and sell your relics. We don't really need geo for anything
important, but the NPC in Dirtmouth can make the fragile charms indestructible, but it's really expensive. When you're done with Lemm, head to your destination #2. Be sure to kill Flukemunga in the area before you get a hunter log entry. Once you reach an uncharted area, drop down and head left in a large open area
called an unwanted pit. Open some geo chests and approach. Do this and npc will appear and drop Godtuner.This item gives you access to the Godhome area. Feel free to use Dream Nail and check out Godhome, but we'll go there later to complete Godhome Pantheons.Climb left and make your way back to the right
until you reach the platform with the entrance to the cave. Come and climb to find a small pocket of water on the right. Swim straight into the hidden passage and break the obstacle at the end. Continue right and interact with, then back off to continue up and get out at the top. Break the wooden barrier label on the right
and you'll return to the city of tears near Nailsmith's hut. You'll use this shortcut to go back to the junk pit later, but for now, hold - go back to dreamgate in Dirtmouth. Dirt.
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